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Unit 3 Overview 
The Building Blocks of Science 
Imagine a glass of lemonade. You can think about it as just a drink, something cool you might want to sip on a very hot day, or you can think about it as a complex collection of compounds. Each of these compounds - sugars, lemon fragrances, water - is made of a collection of atoms. Chemists think of these atoms as the basic components of the universe: To a chemist, everything can be described in terms of atoms. Similarly, when biologists think about the composition of living creatures, they also use basic units; to a biologist, any living creature can be described in terms of cells. 
This week, you will discuss the thinking behind using building blocks like cells or atoms, considering why these concepts can become powerful tools, as well as discussing their drawbacks. You also will be thinking about how building blocks are, in the end, just ways of looking at the world. Moreover, just like all good scientific ideas, even these basic ones are always up for revision.


Reading 
Chapters 6 & 8 and Appendix F in The Sciences: An Integrated Approach 
Chapters 6 & 8 and Appendix F in The Sciences: An Integrated Approach 
Your readings this week will focus on the fundamental units of science—the smallest particles and items that science uses to divide up the world. Biology uses the cell as its basic unit, chemistry uses the atom, and physics uses waves, subatomic particles and waves. 
Be sure to check out the textbook resources located on the navigation bar to your left under this unit. There you will find an electronic copy of the textbook along with other useful material such as videos, presentations, labs and more. 


Seminar 
Waves are just as important as atoms or cells. Yes, waves. When scientists talk about waves, they sometimes mean the kind that move across the surface of water, sometimes the kind that move across the surface of land in the form of earthquakes, and sometimes the kind that just carry energy through space. 
This week's seminar focuses on this last kind: electromagnetic waves. Specifically, you will learn about two kinds of electromagnetic waves. The first is infrared/microwave waves. For some background on infrared waves and microwaves, read through these Web pages:
	http://science.hq.nasa.gov/kids/imagers/ems/micro.html 
	http://science.hq.nasa.gov/kids/imagers/ems/infrared.html 

The second is visible light waves. Read up on visible light here: http://science.hq.nasa.gov/kids/imagers/ems/visible.html 
Take note of the fact that visible light and heat are two aspects of the same thing. What's more, if you look at this diagram below, you will see that radio waves, visible light, nuclear radiation, and X-rays are also kinds of electromagnetic waves. The difference among all of them is their energy. Look at the diagram and move from left to right and you will see that radio waves have the least energy and gamma rays from nuclear sources have the most energy.
Come to Seminar prepared to answer some questions for your Grandma Pauline:
	Your Grandma Pauline has just won a microwave oven in a radio contest. When it arrives at her house, it sits on her counter, unused, for a month. One afternoon, when you visit her, she tells you that she is afraid to use it because "If I stand too close, I'll get radiated!" Explain to your Grandma the difference between the waves that are used in a microwave oven and the dangerous nuclear radiation she fears. 

Use this spooky infrared picture of a cat: 
http://science.hq.nasa.gov/kids/imagers/ems/ircat.gif to give some proof to Grandma Pauline that a cat's nose is always cold. 
If you took a similar infrared photo of your body, what parts would you expect to show up as brightest orange? What parts would be blue? Explain.
After Grandma Pauline starts thinking about electromagnetic waves, she asks you to explain why, if radio waves and microwaves are both electromagnetic waves, you believe she can’t listen to KROQ- FM on her new oven. 
Complete one of the following options below: 
Option 1: Participate in a synchronous seminar.
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Unit Outcomes 
	Recognize the atom, cell and wave as three major building blocks of science

Explain why science is not a static discipline 
Distinguish among several types of electromagnetic waves 
Course Outcomes practiced in this unit 
SC300-1: Explain basic scientific principles and their limitations 
SC300-2: Compare and contrast discipline- specific scientific concepts
SC300-4: Employ appropriate scientific ideas and methods to everyday situations

What do you have to do in this unit?
Read Chapters 6 and 8 
In course text, The Sciences: An Integrated Approach 
	Read Appendix F 
See the Readings page for details 
	Review Key Terms 
See the Readings Page 
	Respond to Unit 3 Discussion Questions 
On the discussion Page 35 Points 
	Attend the Weekly Seminar 
Log in from the Students' Homepage 
	Check out Extra! Extra! 
For additional Resources 




